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Sunbay Data Consultation for the 32nd Annual PennGSE Ethnography Forum
THIS DATA IS TO BE SHARED WITH CONSULTANTS.
Charles Vanover, George Roy, Zafer Unal, Vivian Fueyo, Susan Holderness,
The University of South Florida Saint Petersburg
Nicole Collier,
The University of Georgia
Phil Vahey
SRI International

This proposal asks for comments on data collection and analysis efforts that are intended
to track the development, implementation, and impact of a major, educational scale up study:
The SunBay Digital Mathematics Project. All data shared in the session comes from the
project's first 6 months of investigation. SunBay is collaboration between a university, a nonprofit research organization and a large urban school district. One of the project’s long-term
goals is to implement a digital middle school mathematics curriculum in a large urban district
that will allow every middle school student to be successful in learning dynamic motion
phenomenon and complex, cognitively demanding mathematical concepts. This curriculum will
contain mathematics units using SimCalc Mathworlds™, Geometer Sketch Pad™, and other
interactive digital technologies. These materials are intended to help middle school mathematics
students engage in inquiry-oriented learning and to democratize access to the mathematics of
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change (See discussions in Kaput & Roschelle, 1997; Hegedus & Lesh, 2008; Rochelle et al.,
2010; SRI International & University of South Florida Saint Petersburg, 2010; Vahey, LaraMelloy, & Knudsen, 2009).
The different types of data we collected during SunBay’s first phase are listed in Table 1.
This table provides a snapshot of the many different forms of data the SunBay research team
collected during that time period. In separate appendixes we have provided samples of important
artifacts and data to provide context for the study and to help focus consultants’ comments.
Appendix II displays two pages from the lesson ‘On the Road Again,’ which is taken from the
first dynamic unit that SunBay attempted to scale up: SRI International’s ‘Managing the Soccer
Team.’ Appendix III displays frames from one of the digital simulations that is used in ‘On the
Road Again.’ These simulations were taken from the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth’s
SimCalc project. Appendix III presents field notes taken from the first SunBay professional
development session in August of 2009. In this portion of the professional development
experience, teachers were asked to approach materials from ‘Managing the Soccer Team’ as
learners and to work through the individual workbook exercises before coming back to those
materials later in the professional development session as educators and constructing a plan to
teach the unit in the Fall of 2009. Appendix IV presents anonymous exit card data taken from
the 2009 summer professional development. These charts present the teachers’ responses to the
first 2 days of the session. (Please note: The order of the teachers’ responses on the two charts is
random. Thus the first teacher listed in Day 1 is not necessarily the first teacher listed in Day 2).
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Presentation and Guiding Questions
We will begin the session by displaying the SRI International workbook materials in Appendix II
on a video projector. We will then ask the audience to use SunBay’s core strategy and, in the
words of workbook “Predict which vehicle arrived first.” The two simulations from the SimCal
Project at the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth’s are embedded in that portion of the
workbook will then be run to allow the audience to check their answers and explain the dynamic
mathematics featured in the lesson. We will then display Table 1, share the project narrative
discussed in our original proposal, and ask for comments from consultants.
Our guiding questions focus on issues that are of high practical concern to our efforts as
researchers working in a large and complex mixed methods study. Given that SunBay has
generated, and will continue to generate, large quantities of data intended for formative feedback
and for publication, we ask for consultant comment on both the types of data we have collected
(as displayed in Table 1) and the task of using this data to create publishable, peer-reviewed
works. The questions are:


Given the intentions of the SunBay project, are we collecting the best range data to chart
our progress and provide formative feedback to our efforts? Are there other forms of
data we might collect to better track scale up over time?



How best might we leverage the data we have collected to develop publishable studies
that will support the efforts of researchers, instructional designers, professional
developers, and other stakeholders to democratize access to the mathematics of change
and create a dynamic curriculum where every middle school student successfully learns
cognitively demanding mathematics?
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Appendix I: Data Collected from SunBay Phase 1
Table 1
Data Collected from SunBay Phase 1
Data
Responsibility for collection and analysis; Description
Meeting notes between University.
university, district, non- Formal work began 8/2009. Weekly PD team meetings began 8/2010.
profit
Analysis of curriculum University
unit alignment with
Independent review of unit and alignment to standards; minor
state standards
modifications made to unit.
Teacher background
University
survey
Designed by non-profit, analyzed by university and nonprofit; 13/13
teachers
Observations of all PD
University
sessions
Collaboratively designed observation guides; 3 full day summer
training sessions and 4 monthly sessions fall semester.
Assignments given
Non-profit and University
prior to PD sessions
2 assignments given prior to September and October PD sessions
Teacher evaluations
University
Collaboratively designed
Exit cards taken each day of the summer PD; 5 rounds of surveys
collected: 1 at the end of the summer PD: 1 after each fall PD
Field notes and video
Conducted by University; analysis: non-profit
observations of
Collaboratively designed observation guide; analysis: non-profit
‘Managing the Soccer
12 teachers video-taped, 1 class period each; Analytic write up created
Team.’
by university for each video observation
Pre/post-student test
Non-profit
data
Assessment design and analysis: non-profit
Tests given and collected in the 12 target classrooms
Pre/post-unit log
Non-profit
Teachers comment about materials and implementation
Teacher interviews
University
Collaboratively designed instrument; analysis: university.
13/13 teachers
Implementation Chart
University
Chart discusses teachers learning during all fall PDs. All university
members’ comment on all teachers and read/comment on each other’s
write ups.
Notes from data mixing University
and analysis
Notes taken from meetings for writing interim report
Member checks with
University
teachers, district, nonNotes taken from meeting for writing interim report; talk back session
profit
attended by 9 teachers
Interim Report
University and non-profit
Major findings analyzed/interpreted
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Appendix II: Workbook Sample from SimCalc Mathworlds Unit: Managing the Soccer Team:On the
Roadi
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Appendix III: Simulation from SimCalc Mathworlds Unit: Managing the Soccer Team: Question 3: Onroad3.2mw ii
Figure 1: Graphs at the start of the trip
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Figure 2: Graphs @ 1.5 hours into the trip
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Figure 3: Graphs @ 2 hours into the trip
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Figure 4: Graphs @ 2.75 hours into the trip
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Appendix IV: Observation Notes of Teachers Solving Questions 2 and 3 from SimCalc Mathworlds Unit,
On the Road.
This question includes the Simulation onroad3.2.mw which is excerpted in Appendix II
THE WORKBOOK SECTION THE TEACHERS WERE INVESTIGATING IN THIS OBSERVATION
IS DISPLAYED IN APPENDIX II.
QUESTION 2—
Teacher A and Teacher B start reading through and tackle the problem together. [They begin to work the
software]
B: Use that rate step button and see the difference.
A: (Clicking the step button) The distance is growing in between. He’s speeding.
B: Laughs. That could be it.
A: Then he saw a state trooper and he slowed down.
B: Laughs.
A: That was me this morning. (Makes a face.)
The two continue to discuss the narrative possibilities of the data. Teacher A uses both the world and the
graph, clicking the step button. Teacher B rereads the problem slowly. The two interpret what might be
happening. Then silence for a few seconds.
A: They also could have exited off and got gas.
B: I’m confused. (Reads the problem again.) Can we just do the… (Begins to click on her own
graph to show other functions.)
A: Van vs. bus, one is heavier. (Opens a calculator on her screen).
B: Mentions the rate of the bus and the van… “Isn’t the side one miles? Position in miles.” She
asks Teacher A, “See where I am?” Teacher A looks on Teacher B’s screen.
B: The bus went faster but got there later. That’s what happened. Who’s red? That’s the other
thing.
A: The van is red.
B: Oh, so now that’s totally messed up.
A: If you go through this route, you got tolls! That’s probably another reason they got there more
slowly.
B: Even though the red took a more direct trip…well this isn’t about that. This is about speed.
Teacher B continues to speak to herself out loud.
B: The van’s going 60. The bus is going 70.
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QUESTION 3—THE SIMULATION THE TEACHERS USE IN THIS SECTION OF THE
OBSERVATION IS SHOWN IN APPENDIX III
The two teachers move to workbook problem #3. Teacher B reads the problem aloud. Teacher A points
to her screen then jots something in her notebook. They run the simulation
A: The van was traveling at 60 mph. While the bus was traveling at 90. He was hauling!
Teacher B laughs. Says she doesn't want to travel on that bus. Teacher A runs the animation again. They
agree the bus driver is really moving. Teacher B reads the next part of the work book–Question 3e: “Tell
a story that could go along with the graph…”
B: I can tell a story about being scared on the bus.
The two speak to NONPROFIT PD DEVELOPER, joking about the 90 mph bus driver.
They work silently for a minute or so and fill out their workbooks. They then turn the page and move on
to Question 4.
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Appendix V Teacher Exit Card Data from Day 1 and Day 2.
Table 2
Teacher exit cards taken from Day 1 of the Summer 2009 PD
Tea
What went well?
What did not?
cher
Running through multiple
More time to “play
lessons on SimCalc to see how around” with SimCalc
they come together and build
up knowledge
The explorations of big ideas
Please don’t put people
on the spot. Believe it
or not some teachers
are shy
Everything went well. I
thought [NAME OF NON
PROFIT PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPER ] wanted to
hear what we had to say
Examples
Need to elaborate more
Interaction with peers
(activities, hands-on
especially);
Tech instruction;
Group instruction
Fun activities; worked
together, shared ideas
I think the whole day went
well. I liked going through the
lessons. Sharing different
ideas (methods). Having
people repeat, and changing
partners at the end.

What would you like to
learn?
More creative aspects of
the program—Making
lessons/Simulations of our
own

If this covers a 2 week
period, is there a pacing
guide or do we see how far
we can get in the unit

Too repetitive at times
(examples);
Lunch too long

Sketchpad
Lunch was too long but
we fixed that.

We have a poor return on
consent forms. What
happens to those students?
They provided practical
lessons that seem to be userfriendly in presenting to our
students
Installing, using the software

Lunch time too long
but that has been
corrected for tomorrow.

Presentation of units;
Easing into Software;
Response to Teacher Questions

Long Lunch;
Long Walkover

More explicit
instructions when
giving assignments

All the content included;
Run through of Student and
Teacher Workbook;
Integration
More about using software
features
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Table 2
Teacher exit cards taken from Day 2 of the Summer 2009 PD
Teacher

What went well

What did not

Very good lesson. Good
thinking and communication
Simulations. More ideas about
how units to be taught
Good discussion and examples

Felt put on spot yesterday,
not today.

Participation. It appeared there
was no hurt feelings
Good discussion. Student
perspective

Open floor for discussion
Safe environment to explore
ideas

Very good day!

Specifics for pacing guide
Some questions are
beating a dead horse. The
answers were already
given and time seemed
wasted

I missed a lot by missing
day 1.
Didn’t know the idea of
SimCalc.
Didn’t know the program
Throwing in district
pacing guide at the time it
was

The rest of the program

How are other teachers going
to factor this into their grades
The SimCalc program and
how to navigate thru it.

Implementation
Dates
+/- of content
Effects of putting content in
October
How to expand/connect to
content needing to be covered
before FCAT

I am, more or less,
worried about student
computer access more
than anything

Group review of student work
Group review of video
segment
Modeling of race in slow
motion

Dialogue between teachers.
NONPROFIT
PROFFESIONAL
DEVOLOPER forcing us to
“be specific” even when we
don’t want to be)
Short lunch!
Sketch graphing
Working with others
Once again, getting to work
the problems
Looking over student work
Watching video

What would you like to learn?

Some people got a little
defensive when getting
feedback

Analyzing the student
work

More on making graphs
Will this be on moodle?
Will we get emails and other
teacher info (phone, etc.) of all
teachers?
What about USF cadre contact
infor
More practice on making own
graphs
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i

Copywrite SRI International

ii

These simulations copywrite the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth

